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Activity 1 
1. Look how each tree would look like according to the season, then 

decorate it using different materials.
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2. Looks like hedgehog is not feeling very safe about going outside….

Think back about a moment when you did not feel safe. 
Use drawings and words to describe your feelings. For 

example: “worried“

We should always listen to our feelings, Use drawings 
to brainstorm things you can do to help yourself 

feel safe again
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Cooking with Fox and Hedgehog

3. Using drawings and words, make a list of the tips Fox and Hedgehog 
teach us to cook a great recipe.
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4. What makes you feel different? Ask 5 partners the question and use the 
stickers to complete the graph.

Friend 1 Friend 2 Friend 3 Friend 4 Friend 5

Eyes color

Gender

Height

Age

Hair
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5. Using drawings explain the meaning of the next words.

CLUMSY

SHY

INTROVERTED
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6. Word Search:

Company

Opportunity

Initiative

Opponents

Recognize Fox

Agile

Hedgehog
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7. Feed the soul: You see how food reunited hedgehog and fox… Take 
some time with your family to prepare a recipe together. Then, take a 
picture and paste it her.

Feed the soul
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8. Just like hedgehog and fox, we also disagree with our friends or family… 
Think of a person you would like to apologize now, and write a letter 
for them:
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9. Fox and hedgehog went to through different emotions during the 
story, how many did you identify? Draw and write the emotions each 
character experienced
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10. Now is time for you to create the characters of your own story! Use 
popsicle sticks, papers, wool or any other materials to create a puppet.
Then, give it a name and imagine their story. (You can paste the result 
in this page)

Puppet Time



See you 
later....


